
BBRC StationBox Technical Notes 

The BBRC StationBox is a version of the G0PJO ShackBox, which featured in the April 2018 edition 

of Practical Wireless. For anyone who is unaware, the device is a multi-function information display 

for radio hams. The device is powered via a mini USB connector and shows the following: 

Day 
Date 
UTC (GMT) time 
Temperature 
Barometric air pressure 
Air pressure trend 
Latitude 
Longitude 
Height 
Maidenhead locator 
WAB square 
Number of satellites being received 

 

The StationBox is based on an Arduino Nano, which is used to decode data from a GPS module and 

from a BMP180 temperature/air pressure module, displaying the information on an LCD display. The 

original article also mentioned the PortableBox, a variant designed for /P operation which has the 

additional ability to measure rig PSU voltage. 

A 5v supply (not supplied) feeds the StationBox via the Arduino's USB connector which can also be 

used to upload software updates. The DC supplies for the GPS and 'air' sensor modules are fed from 

the Arduino, which has onboard voltage regulators. Unlike the original ShackBox design, and thanks 

to Tony, G8TDL, the StationBox has a dedicated printed circuit board (PCB). This allowed us the 

flexibilty of providing additional connectivity and features including 

The option of using PortableBox code with a UOLED display and the ability to monitor rig psu 
voltage (NB extra parts not provided) 

PPS (pulse per second) output from the GPS module 

Optional power input via a dedicated connector. 

Additionally we have provided a 4 pole DIP switch to change the display modes. 

Colin, G8RLZ, modified the G0PJO software for use with the BBRC StationBox, to stop the display 

flipping every second and add new display control options. His code can also support the newer 

BMP280 'air’ sensor. 

Arduino Nano 

The Arduino is a low-powered microcontroller/computer module that is based on open-source 

hardware and software. The processor is slow by modern standards - 16 MHz but is perfectly 

adequate for a wide range of uses. The programs - called Sketches - are written in a simplified 

version of C. (See www.arduino.cc for copious documentation, software and simple sketches to 

experiment with.) The Nano is a smaller version of the full size Uno but has the same capabilities.  

Arduinos can be powered by 5v via the USB or 5v pins but has onboard voltage regulators so can 

also be run from voltages up to 12v via the Vin pin. DO NOT USE THIS INPUT for your Stationbox 

unless you arrange for separate supplies to the GPS & 'air sensor' modules. When supplied by higher 

voltage there is a significant risk of frying its internal voltage regulator if it is powering these external 

modules due to an excess of power being dissipated dropping 12v to 5v and 3.3v. 

http://www.arduino.cc/
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Serial data is read from the modules, decoded and sent via a serial interface to the LCD display. For 

diagnostic purposes the GPS data is also fed out via the Arduino's USB port. It can be read using the 

'serial monitor' feature of the Arduino IDE programming software. 

Neo-6M GPS module 

The Neo-6M is based on GPS chips from Ublox. The modules have their own USB connector which 

can theoretically be used to test and alter the device setup. We have not investigated these features - 

the Chinese-sourced modules in the kits may not be 100% compatible - experiment at your own risk! 

The data output is via an RS232 type serial interface. A separate pin provides a 'PPS' one pulse per 

second output. The PPS pulse rate of the Neo chips can apparently be changed using Ublox 

management software – see U-blox GPS-based Timing application note. 

The version we have chosen includes a fixed GPS antenna. The silver-coated side of this should face 

the sky. (Similar modules are available with antennas on short cables and with short rectangular 

antennas. We tried one but the antenna connection was intermittent and the antenna gain too low. 

Placing a ground plane below the antenna did help a fair bit.) 

The modules are primarily designed for outdoor use but in many cases they work indoors, depending 

on the structure of the building. If reception is marginal it may be adversely affected when the building 

roof and walls are wet. All units are supplied with an optional sma socket. This can be used to 

connect to an active external antenna. At the time of writing these can be bought for as little as £3.25 

via Ebay. The accuracy of height measurement is lower than for position and is affected by doppler, 

ground reflections and signals from beyond the horizon being reflected by planes. 

Other compatible modules are available - the Neo-7M also supports Russian GLONASS satellites 

however these use frequencies around 125 MHz higher in frequency. The type of antenna on most 

GPS modules has a bandwidth of 2 MHz so would not be capable of both GPS and GLONASS 

reception. A newer (and more expensive) generation of module, the Neo-8, supports EU Galileo 

satellites as well as GPS. These are both in the same band so standard antennas should work fine. 

The benefits of reception of both GPS and Galileo are uncertain. 

BMP180 air temperature & barometric air pressure sensor 

These modules are based on a sensor designed by Bosch. The connection is via an I2C serial 

interface, which is also used to address the LCD display. Each device has its own address on the I2C 

bus, 0x77 in the case of the BMP180 modules. Temperature data from the sensor is displayed in 

degrees C or F on the LCD. Air pressure data in mb is corrected for height above sea level before 

display. A three-hour trend is also calculated so you can see how it is varying. There is some doubt 

about whether these modules require a 3.3v or 5v supply. The seller spec said 3.3v and they appear 

to work fine at this voltage but there is a chip on each module that has been identified as a 3.3v 

regulator and the modules also seem to work ok on 5v. The seller probably regurgitated the 3.3v 

sensor chip requirements in their listing rather than the module requirement but we suggest using 

3.3v unless you find the temperature/air pressure readings unreliable. 

20 x 4 character LCD display 

The LCD displays are character-based so not pixel-addressable, although a small number of special 

characters can be input as bitmaps. The displays natively use a parallel interface but the StationBox 

units have a daughter board providing an I2C serial interface. This is connected to the same data bus 

as the BMP180 'air' module. The displays in the kits all use address 0x27, although other displays 

bought at similar time use 0x3F. (A simple change can be made to the code for use with displays 

using 0x3F.) The display module I2C boards have a two-pin link to enable the onboard backlight. This 

is essential for the blue displays but the yellow displays are readable without. A potentiometer is also 

mounted on the board so you can adjust display contrast. 
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4- way DIP switch 

The switches are numbered 1-4 and, as per US usage, move the switch up for on. The switches affect 

the display as follows: 

All off - 3 sec flips between metric/imperial and Maidenhead locator/WAB square  

1 on - changes display to static mode 

2 on - changes static display from day to date 

3 on - changes static display from F/mb/feet to C/mb/metres 

4 on - changes static display to deg/min/sec lat & long plus locator to WAB square 
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